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Performance art creates an immersive experience for the viewer from which they cannot disengage. It places the 
viewers back in their body as active witnesses or participants in an experience that is unfolding around all of us. In 
my performances, objects are altered through intentionally unrehearsed action, allowing for a blurring of the 
distinction between performer and audience.   

My interest in creating a sense of shared experience stems from my parents’ occupations. As Presbyterian 
chaplains, they were adept at establishing connectivity within their congregation in impromptu and 
unconventional places. However, while they were focused on communing about god and Christianity, my 
interests are secular, and focus on themes of gender, identity, the body, skin, and spirituality. These themes are 
explored through layers of video, sound, physical action, object, installation, and interactivity in a single work. 
The materials vary from steel to wood, fibers to found object, dirt to paint and performance to video projection.  
Integral to my process, this accrual of layers creates depth, texture, skin, and ephemerality. 

The triad of object, action and artifact act as an additional layer and guiding framework for my performances. 
Object is simply the initial thing that I make. Action is how the performance alters the object and creates new 
meaning. Artifact is the object transformed, what remains after the fact, pregnant with history, displayed in 
conjunction with video documentation of the performance. The shared experience of the object transformed 
engenders another transformation: from a space that is simply co-inhabited by the audience, to a space that is 
held by a moment of community.   



Title Media 

Figure 1: Stonebirds in Conversation Installation 

Original Format 

Clay, tulle, tencel, wood.  

Audio recordings.
Figure 2: Stonebirds in Conversation Installation 

Figure 3: Stonebirds in Conversation Installation 

Figure 4: Stonebirds in Conversation-Detail Installation 

Figure 5: Stonebirds in Conversation-Detail Installation 

Figure 6: Skincycle, film still 1 Installation Image projection, wax paper, 
latex paint. 

Figure 7: Fir Coat, Artifact Installation Tencel fiber warp. Fir & 
Ponderosa needle, pine cones, 
feathers, and sticks weft. Hand 
sewn, finished with French 
seams.  

Figure 8: Fir Coat, Artifact-Detail Installation 

Figure 9: Fir Coat Performance, film still, image 1 Installation Pine needles, cloth panels, 
video projection, and sound 
recordings from San Francesco 
Cathedral, Assisi, Italy.



Figure 10:  PAT Performance, film still 1 Installation Two 8’x4’ painted panels, 
video projection, sound. 

Figure 11:  PAT Performance, film still 2 Installation Video link: 
http://youtu.be/Y9B_wBVpD20 
Two 8" x 4" painted panels, 
video projection, sound.

Figure 12:  Irma’s Shadowbox Installation Cardboard and lumber 
shadowbox.  Hand dyed and 
sewn fabric compositions.

Figure 13:  Irma’s Shadowbox-Detail Installation 

http://youtu.be/Y9B_wBVpD20
http://youtu.be/Y9B_wBVpD20
http://youtu.be/Y9B_wBVpD20
http://youtu.be/Y9B_wBVpD20


Figure 1: Stonebirds in Conversa on. 



Figure 2: Stonebirds in Conversa on. 



Figure 3: Stonebirds in Conversa on. 



Figure 4: Stonebirds in Conversa on‐Detail. 



Figure 5: Stonebirds in Conversa on‐Detail. 



Figure 6: Skincycle, film s ll 1. 



Figure 7: Fir Coat, Ar fact. 



Figure 8: Fir Coat, Ar fact‐Detail.



Figure 9: Fir Coat Performance, film s ll, image 1. 



Figure 10: PAT Performance, film s ll 1. 



Figure 11: PAT Performance, film s ll 2. 



Figure 12: Irma’s Shadowbox. 



Figure 13: Irma’s Shadowbox‐Detail. 
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